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ABSTRACT
The paper presents a study on a web stress of spur thin-rimmed gear structure with symmetrically
positioned web. Based on the suitable gear pair model and by means of the 3D FEM, maximum web
stress is determined, stress values are compared, and stress variation in radial direction is analysed.
Through the FEM calculations the rim and web thickness are varied in order to consider the
contribution of actual gear structure to a gear deformation and consequently to the stress behavior of
its parts.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The research into stress of involute spur gear with complex teeth foundation has been developed by
following the development of adequate computational techniques and hardware facilities. A proper
numerical approach adopted for a gear stress state determination has been exclusively 3D one.
Related to the actual gear structure depending on the size of rim and web, and the number of webs and
their arrangement, the deformation of a body considerably effects the resulting teeth deformation and
influences the load distribution along the tooth face width. Therefore, a consequential tooth loading
simulation embraced by the boundary conditions appears to be essential when a stress state of such
gears is under consideration.
The teeth design of spur gears is well established by standards and the attention is devoted constantly
to improve the proposed procedures. For example, the standard ISO 6336-3 [1] has included the
influence of a rim thickness for the calculation of tooth root bending strength.
It is obvious that the research into the stresses of rim and web has been not so often, unlike the
investigation of tooth-root stress and the influence that parts of gear body have upon it.
A weight gains can be obtained by the adequate design of a gear body i.e. a rim and web, but the
issues covering this area are not completely clarified, so they are still an interesting subjects of
investigation.
In order to clarify the relationships between the root stresses and the gear structure, several studies
were presented in [2, 3], dealing with the welded structure gears. Furthermore, a study by means of
3D FEM on web and rib stresses and tooth deflections of thin-rimmed spur gears with different web
thickness and arrangements, are given in [4].
The deformations and stresses of spur gear with different web number and arrangement were analysed
from numerical results obtained by appliance of the calculated load distribution along a tooth face
width [5].
By use of finite element method and whole gear deformation model, and based on a loaded tooth
contact analysis for actual tooth load distribution, the deformation and stresses at every part of thinrimmed gear with offset web structure, were analysed [6].
The way to achieve weight gains by web with the lightening holes is presented in [7], and the actual
fatigue cycle and the consequent safety margin for different load conditions were evaluated.
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Table 1. Spur gear pairs data
Number of teeth

z1=z2
m

Module

20

Rim thickness

10 [mm]

Pressure angle

α

20 [°]

Profile shift
coefficient

x1= x2

0

Facewidth

b

100 [mm]

sR

Web thickness

bs

30; 20; 15; 10
[mm]
40, 30, 20, 10
[mm]

Material
properties

Module of
elasticity E
Poisson`s ratio
ν

2,1 ·105 [N/mm2]

Load per unit
facewidth

Fbn/b

100 [N/mm]

0,3

In this paper a web stress calculation of thin-rimmed spur gear with middle web arrangement is based
on the simulation of load distribution along a tooth face width resulting from actual gear deformation
as a whole. The attention is devoted to the variation of the resulting web stress magnitude and
distribution, effected by two parts of gear body, i.e. a web and rim thickness.
2. GEOMETRICAL AND NUMERICAL APPROACH
The adopted pinion-wheel model consists of pinion segment and whole wheel, having pinion and
wheel equal geometrical parameters (Table 1). The supposed gear pairs engagement position is at the
outer point of single pair tooth contact.
The calculation of stresses that correspond to the parts of wheel body i.e. the rim and web stresses,
doesn’t allow the approximation as in the case of tooth-root calculation. The deformation of complex
wheel body is determined based on a whole wheel. The pinion segment corresponds to four teeth,
with three teeth above rim, being the middle tooth the loaded one.
The chosen values of rim thickness cover the range proposed by ISO, and slightly overcome its upper
and lower limit. Therefore the ratio of a rim thickness sR and tooth height ht, the so called backup
ratio, takes values of sR/ht =0,44; 0,64; 0,92 and 1,34.
The web thickness bS expressed by a tooth face width b covers the range of interest: bS/b=0,1; 0,2; 0,3
and 0,4.
For a thin-rimmed gear structure with middle web arrangement, equivalent von Mises stress is
determined by means of the 3D FEM calculation. The 3D numerical model is utilised according to the
detailed model description in [8]. Equivalent stress is separated at the web surface by avoiding stress
concentration regions.
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Figure 1. Maximum web stress regardless of its position in radial and angular direction related to a
rim and web thickness.
3. MAXIMUM WEB STRESS
Maximum equivalent web stress σweqmax, its magnitude and location, strongly depends on a rim and
web thickness. When maximum web stress is analysed regardless of its appearance in radial and
angular direction, it can be concluded the following (see Fig. 1). Radial direction means a stress
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observation going from a hub towards a rim, and angular direction refers to a stress-checking going
from the loaded tooth centre line towards the tooth compressive side.
As the rim becomes thinner, the web thickness effect diminishes; the web stress is larger going from
the thickest to thinnest web from more than two times (sR/ht=1,34), to about 34% (sR/ht=0,44),
respectively.
The influence of rim thickness is mostly expressed in the case of the thickest web (bS/b=0,4), where
actual gear structure rigidity supported by thick web, causes the increment of web stress for about two
times going from the highest (sR/ht=1,34) to the lowest (sR/ht=0,44) value of the rim thickness.
On Fig. 2 the distribution of web stress σweq for the location where maximum web stress is achieved
for the chosen range of rim and web thickness, is presented in angular direction. This stress is found
near the rim and it corresponds to sR/ht=0,44 and bS/b=0,1. σweq reaches its peak value σweqmax under
compressive side of the loaded tooth and it is slightly shifted from the tooth bottom centre.
Loaded tooth
sR/ht=0,44; bS/b=0,1
rim

σweq
N/mm2
20
0

hub

Figure 2. The distribution of web stress in angular direction for the location where maximum web
stress appears.
4. VARIATION OF MAXIMUM WEB STRESS IN RADIAL DIRECTION
The variation of maximum web stress σweqmax determined in angular direction (the peak value for
sR/ht=0,44; bS/b=0,1 on Fig. 2), is followed in radial direction for each combination of a rim and web
thickness (Fig. 3 a, b, c, d).
Going from the hub, the web stress σweqmax firstly decreases and then sharply increases approaching
the rim where takes the values greater than near the hub, regardless of rim and web thickness. The
described stress behavior differs only in the case of the thinnest web under consideration (bS/b=0,1)
for all rim thicknesses except for the thinnest rim (sR/ht=0,44).
The effect of web thickness on the web stress is more expressed for the location near the hub related
to the location near the rim. The web stress for the thinnest web is from 2,7 to 3 times greater as the
rim thickness decreases, than the stress for the thickest web. Near the rim, this effect diminishes going
towards the thinnest rim, and the stress for the thinnest web is greater from 2 times to 34%, than the
stress for the thickest one.
The variation of web stress in radial direction becomes more intensive as the rim thickness decreases
and the web thickness increases; the web stress near the rim is about 2,8 times greater than the stress
near the hub (sR/ht=0,44; bS/b=0,4).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The reliable recommendations for a thin-rimmed gear teeth support design have to consider proper
insight into a stress behavior of gear structure. The web is a part of gear body that can be subjected to
obtain weight gains, and therefore its state of stress is worth to be clarified.
In relation to the combined contribution of rim and web thickness to the maximum equivalent web
stress and its radial distribution, the obtained results allow several conclusions.
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Figure 3. The variation of maximum web stress going from the hub towards the rim related to web
thickness and for various rim thickness (a, b, c, d).
The influence of rim thickness decrease on the increment of maximum web stress is mostly expressed
in the case of the thickest web. Maximum web stress decrement as the web thickness increases is
mostly obvious for the thickest rim.
Maximum equivalent web stress for the chosen values of rim and web thickness is reached for the
thinnest rim and web near the rim under compressive side of the loaded tooth and slightly shifted from
the tooth bottom centre.
In radial direction, maximum web stress occurs near the hub for the thinnest web, except in the case
of the thinnest rim. For all other web thicknesses under consideration, regardless of rim thickness, and
for the combination of the thinnest web and rim, maximum web stress is located near the rim. The
variation of maximum web stress becomes more intensive as the rim thickness decreases and the web
thickness increases.
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